
Objective:  To practice implementing and using a class in Python. 

The Assignment Overview

For this lab, you will implement a generalized Die class. Your Die class will have methods for constructing,
rolling, getting the current roll of the die, and comparing dice.  You will then use this Die class to write a Python
program that simulates the rolling of two ten-sided dice 1,000 times.  Your program should output the results of
your simulation.  

Activity 1:   For the first part of this lab, you will be developing a generalized Die class that can have any number
of sides.  The detailed description of this class is in the table below.  You’ll want to look at the documentation for
the random module (http://docs.python.org/lib/module-random.html) for rolling the die randomly.

Displays the die’s value to standard outputmyDie.show()show

Returns the current value of the die  myDie.getRoll()getRoll 

Rolls the die randomly and return the value rolled  myDie.roll()roll 

Returns a string representation for the Die.  By overriding the
default __str__ method the “print” statement will work correctly.

myDie.__str__() 
or indirectly as:
print myDie

__str__

Allows the comparison operations to work correctly for Die
objects.

Indirectly as:
myDie == otherDie

__cmp__

Constructs a die with a specified number of sides and randomly
rolls it  

myDie = Die(6)
Constructs a default die with 6 faces and randomly rolls it  myDie = Die()

__init__
(Die constructor)

Description  Example UsageMethod 
Detail Descriptions of the Die Class Methods

Put your Die class in its own file called die.py.  In a separate file called testDie.py, include a list of commands to
thoroughly test your Die class.  Your testDie script will need to “from die import Die”.  An advantage of the
interactive nature of Python is that you can test each Die method as you write them.  This allows for good
incremental development.  

After you have implemented AND fully tested you Die class, raise your hand and demonstrate your
testDie.py script.  

Activity 2:  Using your Die class, write a Python program called dieSimulation.py that simulates the rolling of
two ten-sided dice 1,000 times.  Your program should output the results of your simulation both (1) textually by
stating the percentage for each possible roll and (2) as a histogram (bar chart) of asterisks representing the
percentages for each possible roll. You may orient the histogram either horizontally or vertically.

After you have implemented your dieSimulation, raise your hand and demonstrate it.

If you complete all of the activities within the lab period, you do not need to hand anything it.  However, if you
need to finish activity 2 outside of class , then hand in:
� a hard-copy of the files: die.py, dieSimulation.py, and
� the output produced by running the DieSimulation.py program.  In Windows, IDLE has a File | Print Window

menu options that you can use.

NOTE:  Before leaving lab, may sure you can telnet or SSH to student.cs.uni.edu using your CNS account.
(You need a CNS account to submit homework assignments electronically. CNS IT support in Wrt 206, 273-5809)
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